
Tahoe
the adaptable



Cohesive & Inviting

Tahoe is an engaging, modular, and fluent lounge collection offering an 
abundance of configuration possibilities. From the use of curved and 
straight benches that are available with upholstered backs or backless, 
Tahoe’s minimal design gives users the ability to create their own space.
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Engaging

Tahoe’s variety of offerings provide the opportunity to create dynamic 
spaces for users to feel welcome even when it is preoccupied with 
people they don’t know. By combining backless lounge pieces and low 
occasional tables with top cushions you are able to create an open style 
bench while subtly dividing the space.

Top Cushion

Legs metal

5A pie backless (single-seat)
5B straight backless (two-seat)
5C outer curve backless (two-seat)
LEGS metal
TEXTILES Paparazzi Brilliant Blue & Groundworks Midnight
WOOD Natural Maple on Maple

Lounge
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Modular

Tahoe is able to thrive in a variety of spaces by utilizing straight and 
curved lounge seating and occasional tables available with wood or metal 
legs, power options, and frosted acrylic panels.

Our available acrylic panels provide privacy 
while still allowing light into the area.

Acrylic Panel

Legs wood

Fabric Panel

7A outer curve upholstered back (two-seat)
7B inner curve upholstered back (two-seat)
7C straight upholstered back (two-seat)
TEXTILES Haven Chinchilla & Haven Mineral
WOOD montana walnut on maple

Lounge
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Fluent

Tahoe’s occasional tables and lounge seating were designed to work 
in harmony to increase their function within the space.  The tables are 
offered at various heights; providing an arm rest, a seat level surface, or 
shorter, combined with a top cushion to create an open style bench that 
subtly divides the space while adding comfort and preventing damage 
to the veneer.

9A occasional table 24”
9B occasional table 48”
9C top cushion & fabric panel
LEGS metal
TEXTILES Duet Zinc & Realm Anthracite
WOOD light cherry on maple

Occasional Tables
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design the furniture. innovate the space. engage the users. 

liatfurniture.com
694 North Main Street · Troutman, NC 28166

tf 888 440 8205 · f 704 528 6519


